bon VOYAGE
CRUISE LIKE NEVER BEFORE

eye CANDY
HAUTE DESIGNER SUNGLASSES FOR HIM AND HER

summer SOCIAL
ENTERTAINING TIPS & RECIPES

glam TROTTING
EXPERIENCE UNRIVALED DESTINATIONS IN STYLE
A record crowd of more than 700 guests from Houston’s global community including the crème de la crème of the bayou city’s business, political and society circles gathered for Asia Society Texas Center’s sold-out Tiger Ball, celebrating contemporary Korea. Co-chaired by Lou Ann and Alexander C. Chae and Susan and Michael K. Jhin, the evening raised $1.2 million and honored Asia Society Texas Center’s board chairman Edward “Eddie” R. Allen III and his wife Chinhui Juhn. Guests enjoyed tantalizing sushi provided by Sushic, a performance by Taiko drummers of the Memorial Jumbo Group and a lavish dinner catered by City Kitchen.
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